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plano display system
Modular system for designing walls and spaces at trade
fairs, in museums, exhibitions, show rooms and pop-up
structures.

stylishly proportioned
My name is plano. I am purism perfected. I combine the aesthetics of smooth facets
with all the advantages of the modular building principle.
I am sturdy and outstandingly flexible. I can be small or big, monochrome or brightly
coloured, angular and sometimes also round.
Nevertheless I never succumb, I am always modestly present in the background but
still recognisable.
Working together with me is child's play. I can turn and stretch in all directions. You
cannot see what holds me together perfectly.
Again and again, I adapt to my users' needs. And in the process, I not only help to
save costs, but also do something for the environment.

functional and aesthetically appealing
plano is a light-weight design system. Plastic slots are located on the top and bottom.
These are attached at a distance of 235mm.
Assembly is self-explanatory. Metal connectors are simply inserted in the plastic
slots and link the walls. Totally tool-free. A narrow seam defines the connected wall
elements.
Various accessories can easily be hung in a groove. Thanks to attractive adjustable
feet, plano can also be set up on uneven ground.

clear and structured
The modular system offers you diverse design possibilities. As no connecting elements
are visible, smooth, calm surfaces result which appear to be solid and clear.
From the modules surfaces are built and from the surfaces spaces which can be
extended as you like. plano adapts to what is demanded of it. Whether a free standing
wall or as a room within a room - with plano so much is possible.
Very quickly plano grows outwards and upwards. The modules join together to make
units and exude an overall image of visual tranquillity and simplicity.

up for anything
Due to the aluminium frames which are firmly fixed with each other; free standing areas
and superstructures are no problem.
Panels made of different materials are suitable as fillings for the frames. They are
attached with velcro strips and can be easily exchanged.
Textiles pulled taught between the frames is another option. These create transparency.
A lightness reduced to the essential. Attractive and sound. Universal frames are plano's
multi-talent.

a riot of colour
The wall elements are covered on both sides with a laminate and are available in a
wide range of colours and effects.
With plano you can create harmoniously proportioned spaces of trade fair stands.
It can also be combined with other systems.
This smart around-the-corner solution, with a covered non-visible cubicle, protects
the clarity of the wall design.

boosting marketing identity
Thanks to its aesthetic structure, the system ensures visual mobility for individual
product presentations and CI-specific stand design.
On request, we can print graphics, pictures and text directly onto the individual wall
elements. There are no limits to the graphic designs possible thanks to the simplicity
of the elements. Your presentations, for example placed on shelves, make a major
impact.

going it alone
plano's application possibilities are surprising. From the trade fair stand to a temporary
room divider and shelving walls, up to a presentation wall standing freely in the room,
plano is an eye catcher.
Thanks to its simple and fast assembly and disassembly, plano is an excellent choice
for use at congresses, in foyers or as POS in shops.
For example with shelves, brochure holders and lighting, or if desired, mobile in a case.

plano captures the attention of the trade fair visitors with the solidity of the resulting
structures, its strong cohesion and accentuated starkness. The wall, booth and
counter are a frequently repeated trio and this applies equally here.

plano as stage scenery or backdrop, as an unassuming, unadorned prop. Thanks to
the deliberate exclusion of structural elements, the focus and attention are channelled
to the most important aspect: the presentation.

walls, connectors and height adjusters
Most standard building projects can be covered with this trio. For all other cases, we
most certainly will have the corresponding solution up our sleeves.
Technical details are available on our website at www.formatdisplay.de

one system - so many possibilities
plano masters several disciplines. In addition to staring at major trade fairs, the system
can also be used to continue the CI at in-house trade fairs and smaller events with
restricted space. All with the smallest effort.
Efficiency is a prerequisite for the fast paced trade fair scenario.
plano does its part by being able to be dismantled into pieces. Thanks to their size, the
light components can be easily assembled and transported.
The variety of set-up variations and accessories always give the system a new look.
Whether straight, square or curved with soft radii. It doesn't matter - above all plano is
consistently simple.

an endless
array of choices...

... square
Square or straight. This is the standard construction. Without complex additions the
resulting surfaces and structures are always level and smooth.
Whether a trade fair stand or presentation wall, closed or open room, folding screen
or platform, counter or glass display cabinet, with its deliberate minimalist look plano
helps all applications establish an unpretentious design.
Looking sharp. Even somewhat unconventional solutions are possible with plano.

... round
Thanks to curved wall elements, wave shapes with different radii and circles can be
easily created. Walls are rounded off or organically curved.
Of course, the straight and curved components can be connected. Their flowing
shapes create an interplay between gentle elegance and a well defined personality.

setting the stage
You need a suitable stage to make exhibits shine.
For example by using recesses or built-in or protruding display cabinets which not only
meet the safety demands of the exhibits but also stylishly showcase them.

museums and exhibitions
On show - museums also value plano. Thanks to its small transport sizes and the
simple assembly and disassembly, the modular system is ideal for travelling and
changing exhibitions.
Low costs on changing the trade fair location as well as the re-usability of the system
components for changing themes make plano a consistent choice right up to its
storage.
Exhibits, pictures, lighting and multi-media can be easily attached due to the large
range of accessories.
The exhibition system also sets company events and congresses in the right light with
its clear use of shapes.

about us
format Messe + Display GmbH develops and distributes modular display and
presentation systems.
Thanks to our partner, format Atelier für Messe + Design GmbH, many years
of experience with using systems and day-to-day problems in trade fair stand
construction flow into our development work.
Everything that we market we test in advance on ourselves!
With our partners you can also use the systems effectively internationally.
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